Your Workgroup Agent sounds an alarm to alert you to a 6% drop in productivity on the manufacturing floor, then pulls up a workflow simulation, graphically pinpoints the problem, and suggests solutions.

Simply speak the words “I want to play golf today” and your Golf Agent determines your GPS position, scans the websites of golf courses within 50 miles for available tee times, checks wind and weather at each location, and contacts your friends’ Golf Agents to see who’s free to join you.

In the mood to make new friends? At the mall, send out your own signature Personality Agent to ask other Agents within 200 yards if anyone wants to join you for the 5:30 movie. Is it almost lunchtime? Send your Agent out in hungry-face mode to tell your co-workers’ Agents you’re thinking about pizza. Forget to kiss your spouse this morning? Send out your Agent programmed to sing “Have I Told You Lately That I Love You” when it meets your spouse’s Agent.

Your Gourmet Coffee Bean Agent tells you when you’re within five minutes of a store where the price of fresh Kona beans has dropped below $26/pound.
Living Content from AgentSheets, Inc.

Lively. Productive. Lots of fun.

To build great content, we built our own tools.

AgentSheets, Inc. is recognized as a innovator in applied user interface and interactive content development. We are the recipient of two National Science Foundation Awards. Apple Computer, Inc. supports commercialization of AgentSheets. Germany’s Fraunhofer Institute for Computer Graphics is the European Demo center.

Most recently, AgentSheets was presented at the Improving Learning with Information Technology Symposium at the National Academies in Washington D.C. And we’ve been named one of the “Best of the Best Innovators” by the prestigious Association for Computing Machinery, as well as received highest marks from AgentLand, the leading intelligent agent portal.

The user experience is about to change.
AgentSheets software changes the way users interact with wireless handhelds and other devices. From Personality Agents to interactive demos, modifiable simulations to virtual game worlds, AgentSheets creates a user interface that captivates people and draws them into a new relationship with technology.

Simple rules of behavior.
Users modify, customize, and create their own Agents with AgentSheets’ easy-to-use Visual AgentTalk™ drag-and-drop interface.

Workgroups can collaborate online to design and hone processes. Clubs can share setups for virtual chat rooms. Family members can update each other on their schedules. There’s always something new as content is continually generated by a large and enthusiastic interactive user culture.

It leapfrogs platforms.
AgentSheets content is built to run just about everywhere on just about everything — PCs, Macintoshs, PDAs, cell phones and i-modes can all take advantage of AgentSheets technology, and its headstart and adaptability will make it a leading player on emerging platforms and technologies.

Get it to your users.
Are you responsible for content? Keeping users entertained, involved, invested, active? Call us, or drop us a note. Find out how AgentSheets can help you give your user base something truly new and amazing — wireless Living Content.

Mojo to go.

AgentSheets, Inc.
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